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Greetings,

Attached are comments and graphics illustrating adverse impacts from the functional design of
the Silver Cloud hotel and residence (#3025502).  Unless its ground floor is redesigned this
hotel will have significant adverse environmental impacts on the project block and
surrounding streets.

The hotel is designed with over two floors of bars and restaurants yet has not one full size
loading berth. A similar situation exists with the Thompson hotel a few blocks away.  The
negative impacts to the Thompson block are described in page 3 of the attached report. 

SDCI, SDOT and SPU know the negative impacts when functional design is ignored.  Please
don't let this project proceed without conditions.

Thanks for your consideration.

Megan Kruse
On behalf of Escala
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Megan Kruse       kruse.megan@gmail.com 
 
May 29, 2019 
 
To:  David Landry, SDCI 


PRC@seattle.gov 
 
Fr:  Escala Condominium, Project neighbor 
 
Re: Silver Cloud Hotel, Project #3025502  
             Comments on SEPA Check List and Latest Plan Set 
  
 
The proposed 23-story Silver Cloud Hotel and residences has over two floors of bars and 
restaurants. It shares a block with three other restaurants and food service businesses without 
internal loading and waste storage facilities. The project is located 60’ away from a proposed 500’ 
mixed-use First Light residential/commercial tower that will generate 1,300 daily vehicle trips 
down the block’s shared one-lane alley. (Exhibit 1) overview of block 
 
Silver Cloud’s transportation and waste management design is not code compliant and oblivious 
to project demands and site conditions. Unless modified Silver Cloud will have a devastating 
environmental impact on surrounding streets and right-of-ways. Consider the following: 
 
SEPA Checklist 14. f. and h.  Transportation Impact questions are not answered 
 
The applicant doesn’t know how many vehicle trips the project will generate daily, what peak 
volumes will be or what percentage of traffic will be from commercial trucks and non-passenger 
vehicles. 
 
Its answers to SEPA questions f. and h. indicate it will only draw pedestrian use.  There’s been no 
Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA) posted for this project.  Until a TIA is made available to 
the public, there should be no threshold determination on this project’s environmental 
impacts. 
 
Latest Loading Plan doesn’t comply with SDOT directives, SMC or Design Guidelines 
 
At EDG1 and EDG2 the Board asked the project team to prepare alley turn radius studies. (C6.2, 
E3, E1.2) SDOT has also informed the applicant that it doesn’t support a berth reduction and 
has asked for diagrams showing berth accessibility, the expected daily loading activity 
and a load management plan.  None of these have been provided in the latest plan posted to 
the project portal on 4/8/19. 
 
SMC 23.54.035 Table A requires Silver Cloud’s estimated10,000 to 13,000 sf of bars and 
restaurants to have three 35ft loading berths. The latest plan set offers one perpendicular berth 
that’s 18’4” deep and 15’ wide. (Exhibit 2) The loading berth door is 12’ high and beneath code 
requirements. (Exhibit 3) 
 
The loading space can’t fit a typical 30’ food service delivery truck. Even a standard delivery van 
can’t access or fit in the space shown on p. 14 of the latest plan set.  (Exhibits 4)  
 
Delivery trucks will only be able to park parallel along the alley blocking circulation. Bins and 
dumpsters from neighbors without internal loading and waste storage facilities already narrow the 
alley. (Exhibit 1)  
 
Trucks blocking the alley will remain for an extended time because the Silver Cloud design has 
no apparent internal path from the designated loading area to the building’s elevators.  Will 







deliveries of food, beverages and linens be wheeled from the alley to the front of the building? 
(Exhibit 2) 
 
Waste Facilities 
 
The latest project plan offers waste storage off the alley. However, as with its loading space, 
the size of the space and its access to the rest of building raise questions of functionality.  
 
Size 
The plan set indicates 375sf of space is required for residential and non-residential uses (Exhibit 
5) but the diagram in T0.11 (Exhibit 5) shows part of the storage space storage is separated by 
walls with no opening to trash storage.  When that  63sf space is subtracted from storage, it 
leaves less than the required space. This property is mainly commercial and will have a large 
linen and food service component. It must be held to a full compliance with SPU’s 
commercial standards. 
 
Logistics 
As with the loading area there is no internal path to or from the trash area to the building’s 
interior.  What is the path of trash and recycling to the alley?  (Exhibit 5) 
 
Safety 
The project alley is lined with 95’ of dumpsters and bins from Silver Cloud neighbors without 
internal waste storage. At EDG1 the Board cited C6.1.b. directing the project to consider sharing 
its recycling and waste niche with their closest neighbors. This hasn’t happened. The result will 
be further congestion and perilous conditions for delivery and service workers dodging not only 
trucks but also the 1,300 vehicles a day projected by project neighbor First Light. 
 
Conclusion    
Silver Cloud continues to disregard SMC and repeated direction from the Design Review Board 
and SDOT as it proceeds through Recommendation phase. The project’s individual adverse 
impacts are significant but when combined with the crowded block’s existing and future 
stakeholders, the hotel’s functional design defies logic. 


Silver Cloud embodies the intent of SMC 25.05.670 that calls for a project’s cumulative impacts to 
be assessed and its design mitigated or potentially denied in the following circumstances: 


1.B. d. The demand upon facilities, services and natural systems of present, simultaneous and 
known future development in the area of the project or action.  


2. Subject to the policies for specific elements of the environment (SMC 25.05.675), an action or 
project may be conditioned or denied to lessen or eliminate its cumulative effects on the 
environment:  


a. When considered together with prior, simultaneous or induced future development; or  


b.  When, taking into account known future development under established zoning, it is 
determined that a project will use more than its share of present and planned facilities, services 
and natural systems.  


Silver Cloud will use more than its share of the shared alley right of way.  With no way to contain 
a single 30-ft truck, it will block alley circulation necessary for the commerce of other buildings 
and access by residents, pedestrians, cyclists, service workers and first responders. 







A current example of the Silver Cloud dynamic exists on the alley of the Thompson Hotel, located 
a few blocks from the project on First Ave. between Stewart and Virginia St.  The Thompson’s 
single small loading space can’t accommodate trucks for its hotel and restaurants and is now 
used to store dirty linens and garbage.  


Like Silver Cloud, The Thompson Hotel shares a block with older buildings without internal waste 
and loading facilities.  The block also has two new luxury residential towers without internal 
loading.  The Thompson dock manager calls the resulting alley chaos “a nightmare.” 


If the SEPA review process does its job, Silver Cloud must be conditioned or sent back to the 
drawing board before it is allowed to proceed. 


********************************** 
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EXHIBIT 2: Silver Cloud loading space won’t contain a standard delivery van.   �
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